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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
JOHN MANNING VAN HEUSEN, OF Boston, MAssACHUSETTS, 

GARTER, 

1,357,929. 

To all whom it may concern: - 
Beit known that I, JoHN MANNING WAN 

HEUSEN, residing, at Boston, in the county 
of Suffolk, State of Massachusetts, have in 
vented certain new and useful Improve 
ments in Garters; and I do hereby declare 
the following to be a full, clear, and exact 
description of the invention, such as will 

apper's to make and use the same. 
An inherent difficulty present in many 
E. of garters at present in use, wherein 
t egarter depends, for its permanency of 
position, upon the pressure which it exerts 
upon the leg, is that to a greater or less ex 
tent this pressure tends to restrict the free 
circulation of the blood, often resulting in 
discomfort and annoyance and, in some in 
stances, in positive injury to the wearer. 
The main purpose of the present inven 

tion is to provide a garter which will resist 
any tendency to work downwardly and 
which, in its preferred form, will even tend 
to work upwardly on the leg, so that the 
permanency of position of the garter will 
not depend upon the usual restrictive pres 

Ysure of the customary kind. 
In the practice of the invention, the ob 

ject proposed is attained by the use of a 
fabric, such as velvet or velveteen or the 
like, wherein the pile or filaments of the 
fabric, when in contact with the bare leg or 
drawers leg of the wearer will resist down 
ward travel. In fact, as hereinbefore indi 
cated, a garter made of or provided with 
pile fabric so arranged that when the garter 
encircles the leg the 
directed downwardly, has an actual tendency 
to travel upwardly. The resultant effect is 
that not only is it feasible to obtain a suffi 
sciently effective frictional grip between the 
garter and the leg without the necessity of 

45 

drawing the garter, at all tightly about the 
leg, but the garter likewise has a constant 
tendency to keep the hose, or half hose, as 
the case may be, unwrinkled. 
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In some instances, the velvet, velveteen, 
or other appropriate pile fabric may consti 
tute the entire main body portion of the 
garter, or it may have elastic threads or 
elastic cords or elastic fabric sections associ 
ated therewith, so as to impart Some minor 
degree of elasticity to the garter as a whole 
should that be desired. Moreover, as will 
hereinafter appear, the pile fabric may be 
more or less permanently attached to the 

specification of Letters Patent, 
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pile filaments will be the garter otherwise than snugly 
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hose or half hose, or it may constitute an entirely separate garter. 
Referring now to the accompanying 

drawing illustrating, several embodiments 
of my invention; 

Figure 1 is a view showing one form of 
the improved garter as attached to the upper 

- inner edge of a sock or stocking; 
enable others skilled in the art to which it Fig. 2 shows a modification as applied to 

a common type of garter worn by men; 
Fig. 3 shows another modification in 

which elastic portions are combined with 
the garter; 

Fig. 4 shows a further modification as 
applied to a well-known type of garter; 

Fig. 5 shows a still further modification in which the garter is provided with pile 
fabric on both sides; 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged section on the line 
6-6 of Fig. 4; 

Fig. 7 is a sectional view on a much en 
larged scale, through a known kind of vel 
vet, in which the pile of the velvet is at an 
acute angle to the body portion thereof. 

Referring now to Fig. 1, 1 indicates a 
sock or stocking, to the inner upper edge of 
which the garter 2, provided with the velvet, 
velveteen or like pile fabric surface 3, is 
attached. The pile of the fabric is shown 
at 4 and it will be noted that it inclines 
downwardly and inwardly. The numerous 
Small filaments or threads of the pile fabric 
engaging the leg or drawers leg of the 
wearer at an acute angle provide frictional 
contact between the garter and the leg suffi 
cient to obviate any necessity of drawing 

(but not 
too tightly) around the leg in order that it 
may perform its function. Consequently, 
the important advantage is obtained that 
there is no constriction of circulation in the 
leg of the wearer in the use of the garter. 

It has been found by actual test that with 
a garter made of pile fabric, the expansion 
and contraction of the muscles of the leg 
encircled by the garter react in such manner 
as to exert an actual tendency for the garter 
to work upwardly. It should, of course, be 
understood, that this tendency, arising from 
the action of the many short threads form 
ing the pile fabric, is not so marked or so 
strong that it will impose an excessive up 
ward pull on the hosiery or one that would 
become uncomfortable. It is, however, 
strong enough to effectively hold up the 
sock or stocking. - 
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Fig. 2, shows a man's garter, provided 
with the usual sock-engaging device 6, and 
a catch 7. The inside of the garter 5 is 
faced with velvet, velveteen, or like pile 
fabric engaging the bare leg or the drawers 
leg at of the wearer; or the garter may be 
made up wholly of pile fabric, with the pile 
on the inside. The portions 8 of the garter 
to which the supporting piece 9 is attached, 
may be made elastic, if desired. 

eferring to the modification shown in 
Fig. 3, the garter there shown consists of a 
number of sections 10 which are either made 
of or faced on the inside with velvet, vel 
veteen or other pile fabric, the pile of which 
inclines downwardly and inwardy with re 
spect to the wearer's leg. 
pile is indicated at 10. This garter also 
comprises one or more elastic inserts 8 suit 
ably arranged so as to impart moderate 
elasticity to the garter as a whole. 
The garter shown in Fig. 4 consists of 8, 

body portion 11 which, as indicated in Fig. 
6, comprises a piece of velvet, velveteen or 
like pile fabric 12, the pile 13 of which is 
on the inside. A piece of silk or Satin or 
the like 14 may be used to give an outer ap 
pearance of high quality and finish. The 
sock holder 6 is supported by the cords 15, 
which, engage with suspending buttons 16, 
and which may be elastic if desired. 

Referring to Fig. 5, a modification is 
shown in which the garter is provided both 
on the inside and the outside with the velvet 
velveteen or other pile fabric, the pile of 
which, on both sides, inclines downwardly. 
The body of the garter is indicated at 17 
while the pile that inclines downwardly and 
inwardly is indicated at 18 and the pile that 
inclines downwardly and outwardly is indi 
cated at 19. 20 indicates the trouser leg of 
the wearer. The inner pile fabric 18 sub 
serves the same functions as the inner pile 
fabric in the other types. The outer pile 
fabric 19 is adapted to engage with the 
inner side of the trousers leg of the wearer in 
Such manner that, due to the ordinary rela 
tive movement and periodic contact between 
the trouser leg and the garter in ordinary 
use, there is a tendency for the garter to 
engage with and be moved upwardly by the 
trouser leg. The fact that the pile fabric 
12 inclines downwardly and outwardly pro 
vides such an engagement between the pile 
fabric and the trouser leg. While, of course, 

In this case the 
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the trouser leg is not always in contact with 
the garter, it is quite customary for men, 
when sitting down to pull up the trousers 
somewhat, whereby the garter would also 
tend to be correspondingly raised; whereas, 
when the trouser leg moves downwardly, 
there is no engagement between the down 
wardly inclined pile and the trouser leg and 
consequently no tendency to move the garter 
downward, 

Referring to Fig. 7, which is a diagram 
matic section, on a much enlarged scale, of 
a known weave of velvet, the warp and woof 
threads forming the body of the velvet ma 
terial are indicated at 21 and 22. inter 
laced with these threads are a plurality of 
pile-forming threads 23, which spread out 
into the pile filaments 24, which incline 
downyardly at an acute angle to the body of 
the fabric. 
While several embodiments of the inven 

tion are illustrated, it will be understood 
that it may be carried out in other ways than 
those illustrated. The main characteristic 
feature of the invention is providing a gar 
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ter of the band-type with a suitable pile facing giving a sufficient degree of fric 
tional contact between the garter and the 
leg of the Wearer, the nature of the fric 
tional contact being such that the garter in 
normal use, tends to work upwardly, while 
at the same time, offering a marked resist 
ance to downward movement. 
I claim: 
1. A band garter, provided on its inner 

surface with pile fabric presenting contact 
filaments downwardly and inwardly in 
clined to the leg or drawers leg of the wearer. 

2. A band garter, provided on its outer 
surface with pile fabric presenting contact. 
filaments downwardly, and outwardly in 
clined to the trousers leg of the wearer. 

3. A band garter provided on its inner 
surface with pile fabric presenting contact 
filaments downwardly and inwardly inclined 
to the leg or drawers leg of the wearer and 
presenting contact filaments downwardly 
and outwardly inclined to the trousers leg of 
the wearer. 

4. A band garter of the construction de 
fined in claim 1 and provided further with 
elastic elements forming a part of the band. 
In testimony whereof I affix my signature. 

JOHN MANNING VAN HEUSEN. 
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